Nadia Minkoff London – I Made It Kit

Lockdown Necklace Kit

Contents:









23 charms
16 x bicone beads
1 x agate chip
2 freshwater pearls
Mirror bead & seed beads
15 eye pins/head pins/ball pins
32 jump rings
55cm chain with clasp & extender

Start with assembling the elements that are more than one charm:
Rainbow heart drop:

Bead on bead row:

Thread 6 bicone beads onto
one eye pin.
Create a loop at one end.
Connect the heart charm onto
the other end

Thread three beads together
onto a ball pin, in this case
have the largest in the middle.
Finish the end of the pin with a
loop.

Charm pearl drop:
Pin and loop a freshwater
pearl onto a head pin.
Finish the pin with a loop and
connect onto the bottom link
of the charm.

Rainbow bead drop:
Thread a seed bead on either end
of a rainbow bead onto a head
pin.
Finish the end with a loop and
connect to a lattice charm with a
jump ring

Agate chip with charm:
Thread the chip and a bicone
bead onto an eye pin.
Finish the end of the pin with a
loop.
Connect the teapot charm with a
jump ring

Flower charm with bead drops:
Pin and loop 3 bicone beads with ball pins.
Connect these all onto one jump ring, and connect
the same jump ring directly onto the flower.
Repeat the above to make two flower charms.
Extender chain:
Similarly to the above, prepare 3 bicone beads by pinning and
looping with ball pins.
Connect these to a jump ring, and connect the same jump
ring directly to the rainbow loop.
Add another jump ring to the rainbow loop and connect to the
end of the extender.

Connect the extender to one end of the main chain with a
jump ring.
Connect a clasp to the other end of the main chain with a
jump ring, so you have created a necklace that can now be
fully closed.

To assemble:
1. Fold the main chain in half to find the middle link – connect the
largest charm here using a jump ring.
2. Measure 2.5cm from the centre, in either direction, and attach the
next charm along the chain using a jump ring. Continue to
connect charms along both sides of the chain at 2.5cm intervals.
3. It is good to lay the chain flat after each charm to make sure you
have put them on right side round.
4. Remember to mix in the beaded elements you prepared earlier
(except for the flower charm with bead drops which can be added
at the end).

5.

Finally, when you’ve finished attaching
all the charms along both sides, add a
flower charm with cluster on either
side of the central charm.

Bracelet option:
There is an extra clasp included in the pack,
so if you prefer, it is possible to make two
bracelets instead of one necklace.
*Please have a look at our online tutorials on YouTube if you have never seen how to pin
beads, or use jump rings.
Notes:
Difficulty level – medium
Time to complete – 2 to 2.5 hours
For more tips on how to assemble your kit, or if you would like to ask a question, please have a look at
our Facebook page: Nadia Minkoff London Workshops.
*Please note, there may be minor variations in the contents compared to the images. Our kits are made in the UK so if we run
out of any beads or parts we will substitute them with something very similar and within the same colour and theme. There will
always be enough to complete your creation.
When making your jewellery please be aware that there will be small parts that need to be carefully disposed of. Please be
careful of this if you have small children nearby.

